Options and Considerations Regarding Follow-ups in iCarol
iCarol offers a suite of tools for clients to use to track and report on follow-ups. There are a number of
options; this document is meant to help clients choose the option that will best suit their agency’s
policies and procedures.
Option 1
Track everything regarding a follow-up to a caller in one follow-up activity attached to the original call
the caller made to your phone line.

To accomplish this, before submitting the original call report, the call taker should fill out the follow-up
section in the Finish tab of the call report. At that time, the “Status” field should be set to “Open” so
this call report will appear in the Follow-up folder on the “All Calls” page so call takers know there is a
follow-up to complete. Each time an attempt is made to contact the caller, the call takers should click
the “Edit the follow-up below” button and change “Due On” (to reflect the date and time to try to reach
the caller again), and “Contact attempts made so far” (to reflect how many attempts have been made to
reach the caller and complete the follow-up). They should also add a line of text in the Description
section to indicate what happened during their attempt. When the caller is reached and the follow-up is
complete, the call taker should click the “Edit the follow-up below” button and change the “Status” from
open to closed, update “Contact attempts made so far”, and add a line of text in the Description field to
indicate the caller was reached and the follow-up is complete.
This is the simplest option to handle follow-ups, but has some shortcomings when it comes to reporting
on follow-ups. In Statistics, by choosing Follow-ups in the horizontal menu, you can get some very basic
information regarding follow-ups. This report does not include any details such as if the follow-up was
successfully completed or how many attempts were made to reach callers. This report will tell you how
many calls a follow-up was initiated on (the number beside “New follow up activities initiated”) and the

percentage of total calls which had a follow-up attached (the number beside “Inbound calls with at least
one follow up activity”). What this report cannot tell you is how many attempts were made to complete
a follow-up, and if those attempts were successful or not.

You can get further details about each follow-up if you complete a call report export and refer to the file
named “CallReportFollowups”, which is the first file listed when you download the Call Report export.

This export shows all the selections made in the follow-up section. You can refer to the
“ContactAttemptsMadeSoFar” column for how many attempts were made to reach the call, and to the
“ActivityMessage” column to determine which follow-ups were successfully completed and which not.
In essence, you will be hand counting by using this export, and this can be cumbersome and time
consuming if your agency offers a lot of follow-ups.

Option 2
Track follow-ups to one caller in several follow-up activities attached to the original call the caller made
to your phone line.

To accomplish this, before submitting the original call report, the call taker should fill out the follow-up
section in the Finish tab of the call report. At that time, the “Status” field should be set to “Open” so
this call report will appear in the Follow-up folder on the “All Calls” page so call takers know there is a
follow-up to complete. Each time an attempt is made to contact the caller, the call takers should click
the “Edit the follow-up below” button and change “Status” to closed, update “Contact attempts made
so far” (to reflect how many attempts have been made to reach the caller and complete the follow-up)
and they should also add a line of text in the Description section to indicate what happened during their
attempt. When they save this, the call taker will be taken back to the original call report where they
should click the “Add a new follow-up activity to this call”. They should fill in the follow-up section just
as they would in a call report, indicating the date the second attempt should be made. When the caller
is reached and the follow-up is complete, the call taker should click the “Edit the follow-up below”
button for the most recent follow-up activity and change the “Status” from open to closed, update

“Contact attempts made so far”, and add a line of text in the Description field to indicate the caller was
reached and the follow-up is complete.
Using this method increases the accuracy of the Case Summary report under Follow-ups in Statistics.
The first number reported, “New follow-up activities initiated” will accurately report how many followup phone calls were placed, because it will count each individual attempt made. However, this report
cannot provide details on which follow-ups were successfully completed and which not; you would still
need to refer to the “CallReportFollowups” file in the Call Report export and count by hand.

Option 3
Use the follow-up section to track when callers need to be called, but create a new call report for
completed follow-ups.
iCarol has a tool whereby you can transfer information from one call report to another, which will save
time in filling in fields in the call report. The caller’s name and contact information can transfer, as can
selections made in drop-down fields, check boxes or text fields. You must ask the iCarol support team to
make the appropriate setting so that this information transfers to the new call report. To create a new
call report and transfer the information from the original call report to the new call report, view the
originally submitted call report, then click the “Use this person’s information in a new call report” link at
the top of the screen.

When you do so, you will be taken to a screen to choose which call report you would like to use. Once
you choose a call report, a new call report will be generated with some of the information from the
original call transferred.
If you choose to use this method to track follow-ups, it is highly recommend that you place a field on
your call report to indicate that this call was a follow-up call. Doing so will enable you to filter out the
follow-up calls from original calls in Statistics, which is important if you do not want to artificially inflate
your call volumes. You can also use conditional fields to pop-up specific questions to ask during followup calls.

This method of tracking follow-up calls can be used in conjunction with either of the two previous
methods. Doing so will enable you to get a little information from the Case Summary report under
Follow-ups in Statistics. You can also still use the “CallReportFollowups” file in the Call Report export for
further information about the follow-ups. Finally, in order to get a count of how many follow-ups were
successfully completed, you would complete a “Count of Calls” report in the Analysis section of
Statistics, with a call content filter to show only those calls that were follow-up calls.

Option 4
Use the follow-up section to track when callers need to be called, and use a specially created Follow-up
Form for completed follow-ups.
Information from the original call can be transferred into a follow-up form as outlined under option 3. If
you would like some of the same fields to appear in both forms and transfer from the original call to the
follow-up form, the category, group and fields must match exactly. It is important to keep this in mind
when making changes to either of the call report forms; anything that transfers to another form must
remain exactly the same in both forms.
When you are ready to complete a follow-up form, you would view the originally submitted call report,
then click the “Use this person’s information in a new call report” link at the top of the screen. When
you do so, you will be taken to a screen to choose which call report you would like to use; you will
choose the follow-up form at this point.
This method of tracking follow-up calls can be used in conjunction with option 1 or 2. Doing so will
enable you to get a little information from the Case Summary report under Follow-ups in Statistics. You
can also still use the “CallReportFollowups” file in the Call Report export for further information about
the follow-ups. Finally, in order to get a count of how many follow-ups were successfully completed,
you would complete a “Count of Calls” report in the Analysis section of Statistics, choosing just the
Follow-up Form under “Call Reports and Phone Workers”. If you want to run a report on how many calls
were received that were not follow-up calls, you will want to uncheck this call report in the “Call Reports
and Phone Workers” section.

